Installation Instructions for
FUZE Over Wallcovering
(ie: Walltalkers<sup>TM</sup>)

1. Scuff wallcovering surface.
   // Use medium grit sandpaper (100 — 120 grit)

2. Dry Wipe surface with a clean cloth to remove dust from sanding.

3. Prime surface with Sherwin Williams Adhesion Primer.
   // Use 3/16” nap roller
   // It is important to “over—roll” the primer application to insure that it achieves a full bond everywhere; apply the primer generously, level it out, back roll, and then rebalance for complete coverage
   // Allow primer to dry for a minimum of 90 – 120 minutes, 4 hours preferred

4. Sand smooth (lightly) the primed surface.
   // Use fine grit sandpaper (180 grit)

5. Dry Wipe surface with a clean cloth to remove dust from sanding.

6. Apply FUZE according to installation instructions included in each kit.